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This might seem
familiar....

Started working on this back
in 2012, published Jan 2021.
Don't give up! :)

Accepted at JABES, but rejected at Biometrics and Annals of Applied Statistics!

What's the problem?
• Want to count Island Scrub-Jays (Aphelocoma
insularis)

• Distribution varies in space (via covariates)
• Detectability varies in space (via covariates)
Sillet et al., 2012

Density surface models
• Want to build spatial models using generalized additive models
• Spatial models that include output from some other model
• e.g., detection info from a distance sampling model
Detectability at site i
Count at site i

Area of site i

Linear predictor (intercept, splines,
random eﬀects etc)

Density surface models
• Want to build spatial models using generalized additive models
• Spatial models that include output from some other model
• e.g., detection info from a distance sampling model

Point estimates are easy
• Plug-in detectability, all good
• Uncertainty is less easy
• Covariates in detectability are

correlated with space (or other
spatial covariates)

• Can't just say squared CVs add
• Fancy one-stage methods?
• Non-parametric bootstraps?

Sillet et al., 2012

Variance propagation

, , rearrange
=> Taylor expansion: "new" term.
Refit the model.

Good stuﬀ:

is a random eﬀect with
variance from the likelihood of
the detectability

• "Corrects" 𝜽

• Add/subtract
•

• Model now includes uncertainty in
detectability in our estimates

• "One stage model in two parts"
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🗣 Devin Johnson for asking us to prove some asymptotic results about our approximation 🤯 🤯 🤯

Island Scrub-Jays
• Model Island Scrub-jay

density from point transects

• Detection & density a

function of vegetation

• Covariate is proportion of veg
type

Sillet et al., 2012

Correcting parameters

Sillet et al used a joint likelihood in unmarked.

Correcting parameters

Sillet et al used a joint likelihood in unmarked.

Correcting parameters

👍
(Suggested question:
"what's going on with
hyper-parameter
uncertainty?)

Additional situation in appendix shows good behaviour under pathological subsampling too.
Simulation results available!

Extensions
• This is very general!
• If you have par like p in your

GAM (GAMM/GLMM etc) and
you need to include uncertainty

• Need: derivatives of logp,

Hessian of likelihood for p.

• Paper in revision at PeerJ

showing how to this with g(0)
(MRDS) models and multiple
platforms (plane/ship etc)
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Conclusions
• Two stages as one: use the tools

you understand (Distance/mgcv).

The whole thing
in 1 page!

detectability in segment i

intercept

count in segment i

smooth of space

smooth of depth

area of segment i

GAM uncertainty

Prediction

1. posterior simulation
simulate from:
prediction conditional on
evaluate the DSM equation at new points
calculate new

Sum to obtain

2. analytic methods

• Use 2 standard tools and some

• Contact me if you have
extension ideas!

Bootstrap
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Nothing here about the covariance of the GAM and detection function

Variance propagation

random
eﬀect

Going back to the DSM formula (on the log scale) and “adding” a random eﬀect, then refitting the model

In the refitted model, we have adjusted the detectability and have a combined
variance-covariance matrix:

derivatives of
detectability

GAM covariance matrix

(
Slides: https://converged.yt/talks/vNCSE2021

Ignores prior information
about the smooths,
assumption that all
possible distinct values of
the covariates have been
observed.

60

Assume independence

30

approach

How to combine variances?

Abundance

• Similar to "iterated INLA"

covariance from GLM/GAM theory,
covariance from distance sampling,

20

adaptable beyond that.

From the model we know about the sources of uncertainty for each model component

10

• "Glue" is in dsm R package, but

Variance

0

glue to get a neat answer.

Can get uncertainty from the GAM in 2 ways:

)
covariances

Detection function
covariance matrix

corrects detection
function parameters
(hence ) for spatial
changes

from simulated

Non-parametric bootstraps don't work here
• Structured random eﬀects

(splines et al) don't work well
with bootstraps

• Spline has it's own prior (penalty)
that gives uncertainty

• Collapsed under the bootstrap

So what are we going to do?

